Case Study

Introduction
When DeliverThat needed an easy-tointegrate logistics management
system that could scale alongside the
growing company, it turned to VROMO.
As a result, they achieved drastically
shaved expenses and improved
fulfillment rates.

Company profile
DeliverThat is a national, last-mile
delivery service recognized as the
restaurant catering delivery and setup
industry leader.
The company continuously seeks out new
and innovative ways to enhance the
entirety of its delivery processes for
drivers, restaurant partners and end-user
customers.

DeliverThat Pain Points
01

DeliverThat’s existing logistics management
system was unable to integrate with outside
companies and clients

02

DeliverThat’s current system was not
automated and required time-consuming
and tedious manual entry

03

Manual entry meant that data was often
out-of-date and prone to errors

04

DeliverThat had limited transparency
into their delivery and logistics data

The Challenge
DeliverThat was ready to increase its delivery
success rate and onboard new partners, but its
past software providers limited its growth
capacity.
The company needed to find a logistics
management system to free their tech team and
the CEO from manual, tedious and timeconsuming data entry. The current software
system provided no transparency and nonexistent customer support.
After vetting several products with their leadership team
and obtaining approval from their board, DeliverThat chose
VROMO as their new logistics management system.

“We now have transparency into every
facet of our business — our drivers,
customers and restaurants. With VROMO in
place, we’ve been able to shave expenses
drastically and improve our fulfillment rate
by over 7 points, which may not seem like a
lot, but, in our business, it’s an incredible
improvement.“

Darien Terrell - CEO

The Problems
Development costs
Advertising costs
Human resources
Sources of capital

The Solution
Integration with partner and customer systems
Thanks to VROMO's open API, DeliverThat can
seamlessly integrate with their restaurant partners and
end-user customers’ back-end systems.
Automated data entry
The VROMO platform automated DeliverThat’s delivery
dispatch operation across multiple customers,
geographies and drivers.
Transparency across the business
VROMO delivers unmatched transparency into all facets
of the business, including the driver network, customer
and restaurant partners.

Results and Improvements
Cut operating expenses by 10%, including
labor costs associated with manual
dispatching, inefficient customer marketing,
and kitchen remakes when dispatch wasn't
timely
Improved delivery fulfilment rate by over 15%
Grew revenue by over 300%

Success rate grew from 96% to
approximately 99.7% adding incremental
volume with integration
Increased productivity of DeliverThat’s tech
team and C-level leadership
Scaled from 40 metros to over 150, serving
approximately 9,000 zips.
Improved driver retention by 7%

